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QQHM2.E309736 - Power Supplies, Medical and
Dental - Component

Note: We are enhancing our systems and you may notice duplicate entries/missing/outdated data. During this interim period,
please contact our Customer Service at https://www.ul.com/about/locations.

Marking: Company name and model designation.
Note: For additional marking information, refer to the Guide Information Page.

Model(s): F10242, FDF0242, FDM400-S180-4, FDM400-S240-4, FDM400-S280-4, FDM400-S360-4, FDM400-S480-4, FPM100-S050,
FPM100-S120, FPM100-S150, FPM100-S180, FPM100-S240, FPM100-S280, FPM100-S360, FPM100-S480, FPM400-S120-E,
FPM400-S120-U, FPM400-S150-E, FPM400-S150-U, FPM400-S180-E, FPM400-S180-U, FPM400-S240-E, FPM400-S240-U, FPM400-
S280-E, FPM400-S280-U, FPM400-S360-E, FPM400-S360-U, FPM400-S480-E, FPM400-S480-U, FPM500F-S120, FPM500F-S120-E,
FPM500F-S120-E-SP, FPM500F-S120-SP, FPM500F-S120-U, FPM500F-S120-U-SP, FPM500F-S150, FPM500F-S150-E, FPM500F-
S150-E-SP, FPM500F-S150-SP, FPM500F-S150-U, FPM500F-S150-U-SP, FPM500F-S180, FPM500F-S180-E-SP, FPM500F-S180-SP,
FPM500F-S180-U, FPM500F-S180-U-SP, FPM500F-S240, FPM500F-S240-E, FPM500F-S240-E-SP, FPM500F-S240-SP, FPM500F-
S240-U, FPM500F-S240-U-SP, FPM500F-S280, FPM500F-S280-E, FPM500F-S280-E-SP, FPM500F-S280-SP, FPM500F-S280-U,
FPM500F-S280-U-SP, FPM500F-S300, FPM500F-S300-E, FPM500F-S300-E-SP, FPM500F-S300-SP, FPM500F-S300-U, FPM500F-
S300-U-SP, FPM500F-S360, FPM500F-S360-E, FPM500F-S360-E-SP, FPM500F-S360-SP, FPM500F-S360-U, FPM500F-S360-U-SP,
FPM500F-S480, FPM500F-S480-E, FPM500F-S480-E-SP, FPM500F-S480-SP, FPM500F-S480-U, FPM500F-S480-U-SP, FPM500F-
S570, FPM500F-S570-E, FPM500F-S570-E-SP, FPM500F-S570-SP, FPM500F-S570-U, FPM500F-S570-U-SP, FRM015-S03-z,
FRM015-S03-z @ (a)(A1), FRM015-S03-z @ (b)(A1), FRM015-S05-z, FRM015-S05-z @ (a)(A1), FRM015-S05-z @ (b)(A1), FRM015-
S07-z, FRM015-S07-z @ (a)(A1), FRM015-S07-z @ (b)(A1), FRM015-S09-z, FRM015-S09-z @ (a)(A1), FRM015-S09-z @ (b)(A1),
FRM015-S12-z, FRM015-S12-z @ (a)(A1), FRM015-S12-z @ (b)(A1), FRM015-S15-z, FRM015-S15-z @ (a)(A1), FRM015-S15-z @ (b)
(A1), FRM015-S18-z, FRM015-S18-z @ (a)(A1), FRM015-S18-z @ (b)(A1), FRM015-S24-z, FRM015-S24-z @ (a)(A1), FRM015-S24-z
@ (b)(A1), FRM024-S03-z, FRM024-S03-z @ (a)(A1), FRM024-S03-z @ (b)(A1), FRM024-S05-z, FRM024-S05-z @ (a)(A1), FRM024-
S05-z @ (b)(A1), FRM024-S07-z, FRM024-S07-z @ (a)(A1), FRM024-S07-z @ (b)(A1), FRM024-S09-z, FRM024-S09-z @ (a)(A1),
FRM024-S09-z @ (b)(A1), FRM024-S12-z, FRM024-S12-z @ (a)(A1), FRM024-S12-z @ (b)(A1), FRM024-S15-z, FRM024-S15-z @ (a)
(A1), FRM024-S15-z @ (b)(A1), FRM024-S18-z, FRM024-S18-z @ (a)(A1), FRM024-S18-z @ (b)(A1), FRM024-S24-z, FRM024-S24-z
@ (a)(A1), FRM024-S24-z @ (b)(A1), FRM030-S12-z, FRM030-S12-z @ (a)(A1), FRM030-S12-z @ (b)(A1), FRM030-S15-z, FRM030-
S15-z @ (a)(A1), FRM030-S15-z @ (b)(A1), FRM030-S18-z, FRM030-S18-z @ (a)(A1), FRM030-S18-z @ (b)(A1), FRM030-S24-z,
FRM030-S24-z @ (a)(A1), FRM030-S24-z @ (b)(A1), FRM042-D03-z, FRM042-D03-z @(A1), FRM042-D07-z, FRM042-D07-z @(A1),
FRM042-D13-z, FRM042-D13-z @(A1), FRM042-D15-z, FRM042-D15-z @(A1), FRM042-D17-z, FRM042-D17-z @(A1), FRM042-
S03-z, FRM042-S03-z @(A1), FRM042-S05-z, FRM042-S05-z @(A1), FRM042-S07-z, FRM042-S07-z @(A1), FRM042-S09-z,
FRM042-S09-z @(A1), FRM042-S12-z, FRM042-S12-z @(A1), FRM042-S15-z, FRM042-S15-z @(A1), FRM042-S18-z, FRM042-S18-z
@(A1), FRM042-S24-z, FRM042-S24-z @(A1), FRM042-S48-z, FRM042-S48-z @(A1), FRM060-D01-z, FRM060-D01-z @(A1),
FRM060-D03-z, FRM060-D03-z @(A1), FRM060-D07-z, FRM060-D07-z @(A1), FRM060-D13-z, FRM060-D13-z @(A1), FRM060-
D15-z, FRM060-D15-z @(A1), FRM060-D17-z, FRM060-D17-z @(A1), FRM060-S03-z, FRM060-S03-z @(A1), FRM060-S05-z,
FRM060-S05-z @(A1), FRM060-S07-z, FRM060-S07-z @(A1), FRM060-S09-z, FRM060-S09-z @(A1), FRM060-S120-z, FRM060-
S120-z @(A1), FRM060-S12-z, FRM060-S12-z @(A1), FRM060-S140-z @(A1), FRM060-S15-z, FRM060-S15-z @(A1), FRM060-S18-
z, FRM060-S18-z @(A1), FRM060-S240-z, FRM060-S240-z @(A1), FRM060-S24-z, FRM060-S24-z @(A1), FRM060-S480-z,
FRM060-S480-z @(A1), FRM060-S48-z, FRM060-S48-z @(A1), FRM06-S03-z(A1), FRM06-S05-z(A1), FRM06-S07-z(A1), FRM06-
S09-z(A1), FRM06-S12-z(A1), FRM06-S15-z(A1), FRM06-S24-z(A1), FWM150-S120-4, FWM150-S120-5, FWM150-S120-6,
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FWM150-S120-8, FWM150-S150-4, FWM150-S150-5, FWM150-S150-6, FWM150-S150-8, FWM150-S180-4, FWM150-S180-5,
FWM150-S180-6, FWM150-S180-8, FWM150-S190-4, FWM150-S190-5, FWM150-S190-6, FWM150-S190-8, FWM150-S200-4,
FWM150-S200-5, FWM150-S200-6, FWM150-S200-8, FWM150-S240-4, FWM150-S240-5, FWM150-S240-6, FWM150-S240-8,
FWM150-S270-4, FWM150-S270-5, FWM150-S270-6, FWM150-S270-8, FWM150-S300-4, FWM150-S300-5, FWM150-S300-6,
FWM150-S300-8, FWM150-S360-4, FWM150-S360-5, FWM150-S360-6, FWM150-S360-8, FWM150-S480-4, FWM150-S480-5,
FWM150-S480-6, FWM150-S480-8

# - Unit complied with ES60601-1:2005 and CAN/CSA-C22.2 No. 60601-1:08
(*c)(*r) - vvy can be 12C, 12F, 24D, 24E, 36G, 36J, 36L, 48H, 48K or 48M to denote different output voltage range ; x can be 5 or 8
to denote different AC inlet type ; 5 to denote C18 type, 8 to denote C8 type ; w can be 0-9, A-Z, a-z, Hyphen, or blank to denote
different client for marketing purpose
(a) - Class I, "z"= 4 or 6 for different AC inlet type, 4= C14 and 6= C6.
(A1) - Product certificated to ANSI/AAMI ES60601-1: A1:2012, C1:2009/(R)2012 and A2:2010/(R)2012
(b) - Class II, "z"= U, I or 8 for different plug type, U= US Plug, I= interchangeable design, 8= AC Inlet type C8.
@ - product certified to ANSI/AAMI ES 60601-1: 2005; CAN/CSA-C22.2 No. 60601-1:08.
[*c] - vvy can be 12C, 12F, 24D, 24E, 36G, 36J, 36L, 48H, 48K or 48M to denote different output voltage range ; x can be 4 or 6 to
denote different AC inlet type ; 4 to denote C14 type, 6 to denote C6 type ; w can be 0-9, A-Z, a-z, Hyphen, or blank to denote
different client for marketing purpose
[*d] - x can be 5 or 8 to denote different AC inlet type ; 5 to denote C18 type, 8 to denote C8 type ; w can be 0-9, A-Z, a-z,
Hyphen, or blank to denote different client for marketing purpose.
[*g] - x can be 4 or 6 to denote different AC inlet type ; 4 to denote C14 type, 6 to denote C6 type ; w can be 0-9, A-Z, a-z,
Hyphen, or blank to denote different client for marketing purpose
[*h] - x can be 5 or 8 to denote different AC inlet type ; 5 to denote C18 type, 8 to denote C8 type ; w can be 0-9, A-Z, a-z,
Hyphen, or blank to denote different client for marketing purpose
[*i] - x can be 4 or 6 to denote different AC inlet type ; 4 to denote C14 type, 6 to denote C6 type ; w can be 0-9, A-Z, a-z, Hyphen,
or blank to denote different client for marketing purpose
[*j] - x can be 5 or 8 to denote different AC inlet type ; 5 to denote C18 type, 8 to denote C8 type ; w can be 0-9, A-Z, a-z, Hyphen,
or blank to denote different client for marketing purpose
[*k] - x can be 4 or 6 to denote different AC inlet type ; 4 to denote C14 type, 6 to denote C6 type ; w can be 0-9, A-Z, a-z,
Hyphen, or blank to denote different client for marketing purpose
[*m] - x can be 5 or 8 to denote different AC inlet type ; 5 to denote C18 type, 8 to denote C8 type ; w can be 0-9, A-Z, a-z,
Hyphen, or blank to denote different client for marketing purpose
[*n] - vv can be 05, 09, 12 or 24 to denote different output voltage range ; x can be H or V to denote case type ; H to denote
Horizontal, V to denote Vertical ; y can be U or I to denote different AC input plug ; U to denote USA plug, I to denote
Interchangeable AC plug ; z can be U or S to denote output pattern ; U to denote USB type, S to denote SR type ; w can be 0-9, A-
Z, a-z, Hyphen, or blank to denote different client for marketing purpose
[*o] - x can be 4 or 6 to denote different AC inlet type ; 4 to denote C14 type, 6 to denote C6 type ; w can be 0-9, A-Z, a-z,
Hyphen, or blank to denote different client for marketing purpose
z - For Class I, For Class II, "z"= U, I or 8 for different plug type, U= US Plug, I= interchangeable design, 8= AC Inlet type C8.
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